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I. INTRODUCTION

There is currently a vibrant dialogue among scholars of employment law and dispute resolution regarding aspirations for justice in the new social compact at work. At issue are questions of the fairness of mandatory arbitration, the justice of mediation, and a voice at the workplace in the face of declining unionism. In this article, we review the results of a longitudinal study of employment mediation for discrimination cases in a major, unionized employer, the United States Postal Service (USPS). We argue here that the design of this program, which entails voluntary mediation in the transformative model
and not mandatory arbitration, furthers goals of justice at the workplace while preserving worker access to traditional remedies and producing substantial benefits in efficiency of dispute processing for employer and employee alike. First, we briefly introduce dispute system design (DSD) in the workplace. Second, we address the problem of one-party control over DSD and how it can be used to shape programs. Third, we describe the dispute system design of the USPS REDRESS Program. Fourth, we report on the results of the longitudinal evaluation of the program, the National REDRESS Evaluation Project. We conclude that a well-designed and implemented mediation program can afford meaningful workplace justice.

II. DISPUTE SYSTEM DESIGN IN THE WORKPLACE

Historically, organizations reacted to conflict; they did not systematically plan how to manage it. They used existing administrative or judicial forums to address it.\(^1\) Eventually, however, organizations became dissatisfied with the traditional time-consuming and costly processes that often did not produce satisfactory outcomes,\(^2\) while businesses realized that workplace conflict often resulted in inefficiency and that a quality conflict management system was essential.\(^3\) Lipsky, Seeber and Fincher suggest that the rise of ADR in the workplace reflects a changing social contract between employers and employees.\(^4\) While employers dictated the workplace rules in the first part of the twentieth century, unions and collective bargaining began to change the top-down workplace structure; these negotiations yielded the private justice system of grievance arbitration. Today, with unionism in decline, a new system of conflict resolution is emerging.\(^5\)

These changes have led to the concept of dispute system design (DSD), a phrase coined by Professors William Ury, Jeanne Brett, and Stephen Goldberg to describe the purposeful creation of an ADR program by an organization to manage conflict through a series of steps or options for process.\(^6\) They argued that dispute resolution processes

---

2. Id.
3. Id.
4. Id. at 36.
5. Id. at 29-74 (discussing a much more detailed account of the changing social contract in the United States).
can focus on interests, rights, or power, but that these systems will function better for stakeholders if they focus primarily on their interests. A healthy system should only use rights-based approaches (arbitration or litigation) as a fallback when disputants reach an impasse; parties should not generally resort to power-based approaches.

There are growing numbers of workplace DSD programs in settings from federal, state, and local governments to a variety of private and nonprofit organizations. Organizational DSDs can take

Interest-based systems focus on the disputants’ underlying needs (interests), such as those for security, economic well-being, belonging to a social group, recognition from others, and autonomy or control. Rights-based processes focus on legal entitlements under the language of a contract, statute, regulation, or court decision. Power-based systems are least effective as a basis for resolving conflict; workplace examples include strikes, lockouts, and corporate campaigns. Their work on dispute system design grew from experience with industrial disputes in the coal industry. After a series of wildcat strikes, it became clear that the traditional multi-step grievance procedure culminating in binding arbitration was not meeting the needs of coal miners, unions, and management. Ury, Brett, and Goldberg suggested an experiment: grievance mediation. This involved providing mediation, a process for resolving conflict based on interests, as soon as disputes arose. The addition of the grievance mediation step changed the traditional rights-based grievance arbitration dispute system design to one including an interest-based ‘loop-back’, i.e., a step that returned the disputants to negotiation, albeit with assistance.

7. Id. at 3-19. Recent experimental work empirically supports the emphasis on interests in DSD. See Jean Poitras & Aurélie Le Tareau, Dispute Resolution Patterns and Organizational Dispute States, 19 INT’L J. CONFLICT MGMT. 72 (2008).

myriad forms, including multi-step procedures culminating in mediation and arbitration, ombuds programs giving disputants many different process choices, or simply a single step binding arbitration design. Although many have unique features, almost all of these DSDs have a similar singular purpose: settling disputes. This goal makes perfect sense to the organization; settling disputes early saves an employer time and money. This transactional approach to DSD focuses on tangible problems that can be resolved through concrete solutions usually involving an economic component, for example, a cash payment in exchange for the employee withdrawing a complaint. The REDRESS program departs from this approach; its goals are primarily focused on improving workforce conflict management skills and workplace climate.

III. A TYPOLOGY OF DISPUTE SYSTEM DESIGNS AND THE PROBLEM OF ONE-PARTY CONTROL

Dispute systems vary across two separate dimensions of disputant self-determination or control: control over the full system design, and control over a given case using a specific process provided by that design. Control over DSD includes the power to make choices regarding what cases are subject to the process, which process or sequence of processes are available (for example, mediation, early neutral evaluation or binding arbitration), what due process rules apply, and other structural aspects of a private justice system.

9. An ombuds program is an organizational dispute system design in which one person, generally with direct access to upper management, serves as a contact point for all streams of conflict in the organization, and assists employees and consumers with identifying an appropriate process for addressing disputes. See The International Ombudsman Association, http://www.ombudsassociation.org (last visited Oct. 7, 2008). See also Mary Rowe, An Organizational Ombuds Office in a System for Dealing with Conflict and Learning from Conflict, or “Conflict Management System,” 14 Harv. Negot. L. Rev. 279 (2009).


11. For purposes of this discussion, I will use the term “control” to discuss the dispute system design level of analysis. I have previously used the terms “self-determination” and “control” synonymously, recognizing that in other contexts, authors may distinguish between the two.

Within a DSD, control over a given case can address process and/or outcome. One or more parties may give control over the process to a mediator, while they both retain control over the outcome. In mediation, the outcome may be impasse or a voluntary, negotiated settlement. In arbitration, one or more parties may give control over outcome to a third party to issue a binding decision.

Dispute systems, and arguably the justice they produce, vary depending on who is exercising this control. The three key questions are: 1) who is designing the system, 2) what are their goals, and 3) how have they exercised their power. Historically, the public civil justice system has been the product of design by a third party: the judicial branch with funding from the legislative branch acting for the benefit of disputants. Meanwhile, private justice systems traditionally arose when both or all parties to a dispute negotiated dispute system design in their contracts, as in labor relations or commercial contracts. Moreover, parties typically negotiated dispute system design in the shadow of the public justice system—specifically, courts and administrative agencies that are third party DSDs. In the past three decades, however, a new phenomenon has emerged and flourished; a single disputant with superior economic power often takes unilateral control over designing a dispute system for conflicts to which it is a party. Furthermore, the more powerful party often elects a DSD that effectively restricts recourse to the public civil justice system through adhesive binding arbitration clauses.


14. See Scott Baker, A Risk-Based Approach to Mandatory Arbitration, 83 OR. L. REV. 861, 864-65 (2004) (arguing that some employers use mandatory arbitration to manage risk, and that repeat players should pay more for the privilege). See also, Alexander J.S. Colvin, Institutional Pressures, Human Resource Strategies, and the Rise of Nonunion Dispute Resolution Procedures, 56 INDUS. & LAB. REL. REV. 375, 375 (2003) (finding that rising individual rights litigation and increased judicial deferral to nonunion arbitration are institutional factors leading to increased adoption of mandatory arbitration in the workplace); Alexander J.S. Colvin, From Supreme Court to Shopfloor: Mandatory Arbitration and the Reconfiguration of Workplace Dispute Resolution, 13 CORNELL J.L. & PUB’L POL’Y 581 (2004); Stephan Landsman, ADR and the Cost of Compulsion, 57 STAN. L. REV. 1593, 1593 (2005) (arguing that risks of compelled ADR include the “likelihood that adhesion contract drafters will use arbitration clauses and related requirements to short-circuit existing legislation with
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The REDRESS program is a product of one-party control; however, the USPS exercised this control to design a system that attempted to maximize disputant control over both process and outcome at the individual case level. In this way, it avoids the significant public policy issues raised by other DSDs such as adhesive arbitration plans. Moreover, as we report in Part IV, the USPS has made progress toward its goals of improving employee conflict management skills and workplace climate.

What follows is a brief survey to illustrate the typology of DSDs that emerge when control over DSD is combined with choices about control over process (mediation) and outcome (arbitration). We examine six categories of DSDs related to employment disputes: third-party, two-party, and one-party designs involving arbitration, and third-party, two-party, and one-party designs involving mediation.15 We argue that as a general matter, DSDs adopted by the disputants through mutual negotiation and those adopted by third parties for the benefit of disputants are fairer than most one-party designs. We also argue that it is possible to create a fair one-party design if that design returns control over process and outcome to the disputant at the individual case level.

newly drafted provisions protective of their special interests, that contract drafters will, in some cases, go even further and use their drafting power to squelch all claims, and that ADR providers will be sorely tempted to cast their lot with adhesion contract drafters in order to win and retain valuable business); Jean R. Sternlight, Creeping Mandatory Arbitration: Is it Just?, 57 STAN. L. REV. 1631, 1673 (2005) (surveying the emergency of mandatory arbitration in lieu of civil litigation for employment and consumer claims and concluding that it is unjust).

15. Lisa Blomgren Bingham has presented this typology previously, and thus the discussion here is abbreviated and references recent literature in illustration. For additional examples in each of the six categories, see Lisa B. Bingham, Control Over Dispute Design and Mandatory Commercial Arbitration, supra note 13, at 225-48 (examples beyond employment); Lisa B. Bingham, Self-Determination in Dispute System Design and Employment Arbitration, supra note 13, at 889-902 (arbitration examples); Lisa B. Bingham, Why Suppose? Let’s Find Out: A Public Policy Research Program on Dispute Resolution, supra note 13, at 109-23 (mediation examples). For a review of empirical and field studies on dispute resolution in employment, see Lisa B. Bingham, Employment Dispute Resolution: The Case for Mediation, 22 CONFLICT RESOL. Q. 145, 145-67 (2004). For a responsive commentary calling for new multivariate research, see David B. Lipsky & Ariel C. Avgar, Commentary: Research on Employment Dispute Resolution: Toward a New Paradigm, 22 CONFLICT RESOL. Q. 175, 175-189 (2004).
A. Third Parties Adopt Binding Arbitration Programs for Disputants.

Third parties may have the power to adopt binding arbitration programs either through constitutional sovereign governmental authority\textsuperscript{16} or because the parties agree voluntarily to submit to their jurisdiction. The International Criminal Court, for example, represents a third party dispute system design in the emerging arena of global ordering to which states voluntarily submit.\textsuperscript{17} In addition, Professor Ackerman has comprehensively described a third party dispute system design in his study of the September 11th Victim Compensation Fund, which was created under federal mandate.\textsuperscript{18} He examines the legislation, the Fund’s implementation, and its substantive and procedural fairness, concluding that the dispute system design dealt with difficult circumstances in a principled and fundamentally fair manner, despite criticisms that Congress failed to provide either a clear standard for its performance in terms of distributive justice or a mechanism for appeal.\textsuperscript{19} After a period of criticism of the existing designs for resolving conflicts over amateur sports in Canada, the government recently created the Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of Canada (SDRCC),\textsuperscript{20} a third party design that ameliorates problems with systems designed unilaterally by the national governing bodies of individual sports.\textsuperscript{21}

Commentators have begun to suggest that the ills or abuses associated with mandatory arbitration can essentially be cured with a


\textsuperscript{17} Jared Wessel, Judicial Policy-Making at the International Criminal Court: An Institutional Guide to Analyzing International Adjudication, 44 COLUM. J. TRANS-NAT’L L. 377 (2006) (discussing the relation between state control over the dispute system and willingness voluntarily to agree to be bound by its outcomes).

\textsuperscript{18} Robert M. Ackerman, The September 11th Victim Compensation Fund: An Effective Administrative Response to a National Tragedy, 10 HARV. NEGOT. L. REV. 135 (2005). The 9/11 Fund could be viewed as a DSD to compensate victims who died in the course of their employment from causes outside the scope of what would ordinarily be considered in workers compensation, since the proximate cause is the criminal act of terrorists.

\textsuperscript{19} Id. at 138-39.

\textsuperscript{20} Anik L. Jodouin, The Sport Dispute Resolution Centre of Canada: An Innovative Development in Canadian Amateur Sport, 15 J. LEGAL ASPECTS OF SPORT 295 (2005).

\textsuperscript{21} See Bingham, Control Over Dispute Design and Mandatory Commercial Arbitration, supra note 13.
statute\textsuperscript{22} that both mandates arbitration for employment and consumer claims but at the same time regulates the process. This statutory approach is essentially proposing a third party design for mandatory arbitration to ensure comparable statutes of limitations, relief, representation, and due process protections to those available in litigation, while limiting the nature of discovery so as not to lose arbitration’s efficiency benefits.\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, the various due process protocols proposed for employment, consumer, and health care disputes represent third-party design efforts by groups of stakeholders who are not parties to a given dispute but have an interest in the perceived integrity of dispute resolution in their respective fields.\textsuperscript{24}

As this brief survey illustrates, third party arbitration designs are subject both to public criticism and to revision in response to that criticism. There is both transparency and accountability either because the third party is a public sector entity or because it is a non-

\textsuperscript{22} Recent Proposed Legislation: Arbitration - Congress Considers Bill to Invalidate Pre-Dispute Arbitration Clauses for Consumers, Employees and Franchisees - Arbitration Fairness Act of 2007, S. 1782, 110th Cong., 121 Harv. L. Rev. 2262 (2008). It is of course possible to view the existing legal infrastructure within which all dispute resolution operates as a form of third-party dispute system design adopted through constitutional legislative processes and enforced through the executive and judicial branches of government. Critiques of current law permitting adhesive or mandatory arbitration can be seen through this lens. However, it is also necessary to examine the very real power that the existing legal infrastructure leaves in the hands of organizations to determine the structure of a DSD, and precisely how they exercise it. See, e.g., Sarah Rudolph Cole, Arbitration and State Action, 2005 BYU L. Rev. 1, 50 (2005) (concluding that court-ordered and agency-initiated arbitration involve state action but contractual arbitration does not).

\textsuperscript{23} Frederick L. Sullivan, Accepting Evolution in Workplace Justice: The Need for Congress to Mandate Arbitration, 26 W. New Eng. L. Rev. 281 (2004). Professor Resnik has examined the evolution of contracts that limit or change available civil procedure, and suggested that the rules of bargaining for legally binding judgments need to identify what bargains are outside the law. Judith Resnik, Competing and Complementary Rule Systems: Civil Procedure and ADR: Procedure as Contract, 80 Notre Dame L. Rev. 593 (2005). These calls for legislation represent invitations for government as a third party to control DSD.

profit organization fulfilling a mission affected with the public interest. As a result, these designs are more likely to be substantively fair.

B. The Disputants Mutually Choose Binding Arbitration.

Disputants may mutually agree to submit their conflict to a third party for a binding decision. Binding arbitration includes both binding or rights arbitration of grievances\textsuperscript{25} and interest arbitration to create future contractual relationships.\textsuperscript{26} The practice has a long and laudable history in labor relations and commercial dealings; it is the cornerstone of a compact for workplace justice between labor and management, providing consideration for an agreement not to strike.\textsuperscript{27} Indeed, binding arbitration is central to commercial dealings among the Fortune 500 through their adoption of the CPR Pledge, in which they pledge to use ADR with each other prior to litigation.\textsuperscript{28} It is also the DSD of choice in the construction industry, although it is possible for it to be either the product of two-party design through an arm’s length negotiation or imposed unilaterally by the stronger economic party in a one-party DSD.\textsuperscript{29} In theory, when both parties control arbitration DSD, they can build in provisions to make it fair and balanced, such as mutual selection of the arbitrator. Labor arbitration, for example, is subject to repeated refinement when the parties renegotiate the underlying collective bargaining agreement. They may select a permanent umpire and change the identity of that umpire based on experience. They may build in provisions that shift the administrative costs of arbitration. However, each change is subject to bilateral negotiation and renegotiation over time based on experience. This too tends to yield a DSD that is substantively fair at least as compared to one-party designs.

\textsuperscript{25} Dunlop & Zach, supra note 24, at 4. See also Martin H. Malin and Jeanne M. Vonhof, The Evolving Role of the Labor Arbitrator, 21 Ohio St. J. on Disp. Resol. 199 (2005) (examining how labor arbitrators are incorporating external law and parties’ expectations of the role of the arbitrator are changing).


\textsuperscript{27} For a comprehensive treatise on labor arbitration, see Frank Elkouri & Edna Elkouri, How Arbitration Works (Edward P. Goggin ed., 2003).


C. One Disputant Imposes Arbitration on the Other: Mandatory, Adhesive Arbitration.

In a one-party arbitration design, the stronger economic disputant imposes an arbitration clause on the weaker through a take-it or leave-it adhesive contract; as a result, these designs have also been termed 'mandatory arbitration.' These designs have been subject to substantial criticism due to perceived abuses of one-party control to deny due process protections such as access to counsel, discovery, the availability of class actions, a reasoned decision, among others; to eliminate access to class actions; and to shift the costs of arbitration onto the weaker party through choice of forum and fee-shifting. Commentators have distinguished between two-party and one-party designs in discussions of how courts and legislatures should respond to changing uses of commercial arbitration. Many commentators have begun to suggest standards and norms that employers should consider in exercising unilateral power to impose a dispute system design upon employees. For example, Professor Reuben advocates that employers design programs that are consonant with notions of democratization in the American workplace. Such notions include fundamental values of political participation, legal and social capital, accountability, rationality, personal autonomy, and equality, which must be weighed against substantive expertise, informality, speed, and finality in the context of binding arbitration. Reuben concludes

30. See Bingham, Control Over Dispute Design and Mandatory Commercial Arbitration, supra note 13.
31. Id.
32. See, e.g., Lee Goldman, Contractually Expanded Review of Arbitration Awards, 8 Harv. NEGOT. L. REV. 171 (2003) (arguing that mutually negotiated, arm's length agreements to expand the scope of judicial review for arbitration should be enforced, but arguing against enforcement for standard form contracts for consumer goods). But see Michael H. LeRoy and Peter Feuille, The Revolving Door of Justice: Arbitration Agreements that Expand Court Review of an Award, 19 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 861 (2004) (concluding based on an empirical analysis that justice is biased in favor of parties with superior bargaining power when courts give effect to expanded review clauses). The U.S. Supreme Court recently rejected the argument that the parties have the DSD power to expand judicial review by contract, holding instead that the Federal Arbitration Act contains the sole grounds for judicial review of expedited binding arbitration awards. Hall St. Assocs., LLC v. Mattel, Inc., 128 S.Ct. 1396 (2008).
33. Richard C. Reuben, Democracy and Dispute Resolution: Systems Design and the New Workplace, 10 Harv. NEGOT. L. REV. 11 (2005). One might argue that the decline in unionism represents the demise in workplace democracy and a return to the old substantive due process notions of freedom of contract so soundly rejected when Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. decried the Supreme Court's imposing Mr. Herbert Spencer's values in Lochner, but that is a dialogue for another day.
34. Id. at 67-68.
that voluntary, mutual agreement to arbitration is superior to one-party adhesive arbitration in its consistency with these democratic values. Nonetheless, despite mounting scholarly criticism, employers and corporations have continued to adopt adhesive, mandatory binding arbitration plans. It is important to recognize that this is a voluntary choice; employers could instead choose to adopt a mediation design that gives employees more control over their dispute at the individual case level. Moreover, most arbitration plans are designed to address termination of employment; by definition, a DSD that addresses only the end point of the employment relationship is unlikely to make a difference in ongoing conflict at the workplace.

D. Third Parties Design a Mediation Program for Disputants.

The success of ADR generally has been most evident in the growth of third party mediation program designs in courts, public agencies, and other settings. When a court or public agency adopts mediation or non-binding arbitration programs for disputants and is not a party to the dispute, the resulting framework constitutes a third-party DSD. Even within third party mediation designs, models can provide more or less disputant control at the case level based on the model of mediation chosen. This section will first address the choice of mediation model. It will then briefly survey examples of third party mediation designs. Finally, it will turn to third party designs that provide a point of comparison for the USPS REDRESS program, specifically, mediation programs for complaints of discrimination at the workplace.

There is an ongoing dialogue regarding the definition and boundaries of various forms of mediation practice, or mediation models

35. Id.


38. Of course, the question of disputant control in courts is not limited to court-connected ADR programs. Professor Moffitt has argued for more disputant control over litigation procedures. Michael L. Moffitt, Customized Litigation: The Case for Making Civil Procedure Negotiable, 75 GEO. W. L. REV. 461 (2007).
such as evaluative, facilitative, or transformative.\textsuperscript{39} Certain mediation behaviors in a given context do make a meaningful difference in a disputant’s experience. In 1996, Professor Leonard Riskin offered a grid of mediation styles called the Problem Definition Continuum that describes “what mediators do” in terms of either evaluation or facilitation along one axis, and ways of defining the problem as either broad or narrow along the other axis.\textsuperscript{40} The evaluative mediator focuses on helping the parties understand the strengths and weaknesses of their case by providing assessment, prediction, and direction.\textsuperscript{41} Evaluative mediators generally ask the parties to make formal opening statements presenting their case, and then conduct one or more caucuses to meet privately with disputants. The mediator focuses on collecting facts, identifying issues, and analyzing the parties’ legal arguments to develop a sense of the case’s economic value. In other words, the mediator evaluates who is likely to win and how much the winning party will probably recover. In order to press the parties to settle, the mediator will judiciously share this evaluation with each side at strategic moments. The mediator may propose a particular settlement. This model also tends to involve a more directive mediator, one who will not hesitate to ‘arm-twist’ the parties to achieve settlement. Attorneys sometimes appreciate this approach because it helps them control unrealistic clients.

On the other end of the what mediators “do” axis, Riskin described the facilitative mediator, who focuses on clarifying and enhancing communication between the parties and helping them decide what to do.\textsuperscript{42} The mediator generally will listen to opening statements and may conduct caucuses, but the focus of the process is not on the legal merits of the dispute, so much as on the parties’ underlying needs and how those needs might be met in an interest-based settlement. The mediator generally will avoid evaluating the case, but may engage in ‘reality-testing’ to help the parties achieve a more

\textsuperscript{39} See Michael L. Moffitt, \\textit{Schmediation and the Dimensions of Definition}, 10 \textit{Harv. Negot. L. Rev.} 69 (2005) (arguing that prescriptive acontextual definitions do not sufficiently advance our inquiry into how specific mediator practices function, and that there are five key questions we should consider about mediation: who is allowed to do it; who should get regulatory benefits; to whom should the market turn for services; what works; and what behavior is appropriate?). See also Jonathan M. Hyman, \textit{Swimming in the Deep End: Dealing with Justice in Mediation}, 6 Cardozo J. Conflict Resol. 19 (2004) (arguing for an approach to justice in mediation based on the detailed facts and context of each case).


\textsuperscript{41} \textit{Id.} at 44.

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 24.
objective sense of their alternatives to a negotiated settlement. The mediator will help the parties engage in brainstorming to generate ideas for resolving the dispute, and will also suggest options to include in a settlement.

The second axis entails problem definition, ranging from litigation issues (narrow) to community interests (broad) to capture the goals of mediation. The primary goal of both facilitative and evaluative mediation is settlement, defined as reaching an agreement or solving a problem. In response to the criticism that the narrow/broad continuum does not capture all the potential goals of mediation, Professor Riskin revised the grid. He substituted the word ‘directive’ for evaluative and the word ‘elicitive’ for facilitative to better describe how to anchor the role of the mediator in the grid. He then proposed a new grid ‘system’ to capture the range of decisions in mediation and the extent to which participants can affect them, including matters of substantive compared to procedural decision-making. In part, Riskin revised the grid to encompass new models of mediation, such as the transformative model.

In transformative mediation, the goal is framed as empowerment and recognition. Empowerment is movement away from weakness to strength, becoming clearer, more confident, articulate and decisive. Recognition is movement from self-absorption to responsiveness, becoming more attentive, open, trusting, and understanding of the other party. Settlement is not a goal but rather sometimes an outcome that derives from empowerment and recognition. Transformative mediators do not unilaterally structure the process by setting ground rules, asking for opening statements, calling caucuses, brainstorming, and the like. Instead, the mediator will ask the participants how they would like to structure the process, and if necessary, will offer them a series of choices or examples. The mediator does not evaluate or offer opinions on the merits of the dispute, does not pressure participants to settle, and does not recommend particular settlement terms or options. Instead, the mediator attempts to highlight

---

44. Id. at 30.
45. Id.
46. Id. at 55.
47. Id. at 48.
moments in the discourse when one participant recognizes and acknowledges the perspective of the other. 48

Thus, the choice of mediation model in a DSD is important for participants’ experiences. For example, in court-connected mediation programs in which disputants are often represented by counsel, lawyers often prefer mediators who evaluate the merits and value of the case. 49 Professor Welsh has criticized mediator strong-arm tactics in court-connected evaluative mediation and suggested that courts give disputants a cooling off period within which to reject a tentative settlement. 50 DSDs may call for face-to-face mediation, telephone mediation as in certain federal appellate models, or even mediation through text over the internet or online dispute resolution. 51 These varying models affect the nature of the interaction between disputants.

Court-connected mediation designs include both court rules established to foster use of mediation and the legal infrastructure to make mediation fit within the context of civil litigation. 52 Examples include the recent growth in mediation of federal cases at the appellate level, whether by court employees or by creation of a roster of private mediators. 53 Some argue that court-connected mediation is

---
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appropriate even for the most significant cases, such as those involving major issues of public policy like disputes over school prayer and abortion. These cases call for a broader model of mediation engagement and a more deliberative process of consensus-building. There has been a tendency in many court designs to take a hands off approach. After mandating mediation at a certain point in the litigation, courts generally leave the actual process up to private mediators either through disputant choice or a roster. Recently, there have been calls for courts to take a more active role in regulating the systems they have designed. Professor Shestowsky has called for courts to consider disputant preferences for different aspects of process when designing their programs.

Public agencies have adopted third-party DSDs to manage conflict among the public and external stakeholders, such as regulatory enforcement of laws regarding discrimination or workplace safety. Professor Nancy Welsh has provided an example of a state agency, specifically a department of education, which adopts a mediation program for school boards and parents for disputes over special education placements for children. Other commentators describe the model of public sector labor relations, in which the state mandates a mediation or advisory arbitration and fact-finding program for labor

management disputes among public employers and public employee unions that are forbidden the right to strike. For instance, the National Labor Relations Board has implemented mediation and conciliation in its enforcement process for unfair labor practice charges and other cases. In some cases, an agency’s entire mission and existence is devoted to dispute system design services for disputants, as in the case of the United States Institute for Environmental Conflict Resolution or the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service. In all of these examples, as is the case with third party arbitration designs, there is both transparency and accountability in that the design is subject to public criticism and revision.

Third party designs need not be connected to a court or public agency, however. Professor Clark Freshman has explored the use of mediation within various forms of community, including communities formed based upon common religious, racial, or ethnic backgrounds, or based upon gender preferences, and argues that this choice among competing contexts for mediation makes a difference in the experience of the disputants. The phrase “community mediation” has also been used to describe non-profit and grassroots


organizations at the local level that seek to help neighbors resolve conflicts outside the public justice system.\(^64\)

Some argue that mediation services through a provider such as the American Arbitration Association\(^65\) or JAMS\(^66\) represent third party DSDs. For purposes of this discussion, however, that one party with superior economic power can impose the choice of these providers on the other disputants renders them one-party designs. This distinction becomes clear when one considers SquareTrade, the online dispute resolution service provider selected by eBay. This third party provider resolves disputes between users of eBay; eBay itself is not a disputant for the great majority of these cases.\(^67\) Some criticize the development of these non-governmental third party designs for online dispute resolution and argue for greater government third party control.\(^68\)

Thus, third party mediation designs vary widely in the model of mediation, the level and nature of disputant interaction, and the control they give the disputants over process at the individual case level. The REDRESS program provides mediation for employment discrimination complaints. To give a point of comparison for REDRESS (a one-party mediation design) with other mediation programs for discrimination complaints, we will briefly review selected third-party DSDs mandating or providing voluntary mediation for discrimination in federal and state administrative agencies. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has made extensive use of mediation for complaints of discrimination.\(^69\) Researchers have evaluated

\(^67\) See Orna Rabinovich-Einy, Technology’s Impact: The Quest for a New Paradigm for Accountability in Mediation, 11 Harv. Negot. L. Rev. 253 (2006) (arguing that SquareTrade’s efforts to collect data to ensure accountability in mediation, if augmented, can provide a model for improving accountability in private unregulated mediation services over formal attempts to regulate community and court-referred mediation programs).
\(^68\) See Thomas Schultz, Does Online Dispute Resolution Need Governmental Intervention? The Case for Architectures of Control and Trust, 6 N.C. J.L. & Tech. 71 (2004) (arguing that government is the most trustworthy regulator for emerging online dispute resolution programs and that minimal regulation can provide effective accountability).
its effectiveness.\textsuperscript{70} Others have documented the context of litigation and claiming activity—the shadow within which such mediation occurs—\textsuperscript{71} and the alternate path these cases can take through, for example, summary judgment.\textsuperscript{72} In fact, one of the largest workplace mediation programs exists within the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC). The EEOC’s program uses internal or staff mediators, and it also hires external mediators as independent contractors. Field offices use these staffing models but in addition will assign pro bono, or volunteer mediators to some cases. All mediators receive training in both mediation and the laws enforced by EEOC\textsuperscript{73} and typically use evaluative techniques.\textsuperscript{74}

There have been several studies of mediation at the EEOC. In 1994, Professor Craig McEwen evaluated the EEOC’s Pilot Mediation Program\textsuperscript{75} using exit surveys from 267 mediations and 125 follow-up mail surveys. He reported that 66\% of the charging parties and 72\% of supervisors were satisfied with the outcome.\textsuperscript{76} Additionally, 95\% of the parties trusted the mediator and said they had been treated with respect,\textsuperscript{77} and 84\% and 83\% of the charging parties and supervisors,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{70} See E. Patrick McDermott & Danny Ervin, The Influence of Procedural and Distributive Variables on Settlement Rates in Employment Discrimination Mediation, 2005 J. DISP. RESOL. 45, 59 (2005) (finding that the likelihood of settlement at mediation significantly correlated with both parties reporting that the mediation was perceived to be fair and that the mediator was perceived to have generated realistic options, and concluding that charging party representation, but not supervisor representation, was likely to reduce the chance of settlement).
\item \textsuperscript{72} See D. Theodore Rave, Questioning the Efficiency of Summary Judgment, 81 N.Y.U. L. REV. 875 (2006).
\item \textsuperscript{75} See Craig McEwen, Center for Dispute Settlement, An Evaluation of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission’s Pilot Mediation Program (1994). Copy on file with the authors.
\item \textsuperscript{76} See id. at 66.
\item \textsuperscript{77} See id.
respectively, said they would use mediation again. After several months, participants continued to have positive opinions of the mediation process.

In 2000, McDermott, Obar, Jose, and Bowers prepared a comprehensive evaluation of the EEOC’s mediation program. By March 2000, the EEOC had conducted over 11,700 mediations. The researchers concluded the program was even more acceptable to the parties than the original study suggested. For example, the new research indicated 91% and 96% of charging parties and supervisors respectively would use mediation again. In 2001, another report by McDermott, Obar, Jose, and Polkinghorn presented mediator feedback on the dynamics of the mediation process, including conduct that facilitates resolution of the dispute. The most recent EEOC report addresses the reasons for the lack of employer participation in the EEOC mediation program. The report concludes that it is the perceived merits of the case and not the perceived quality of the mediation program that determines whether or not the employer will mediate a charge.

Similarly, the Massachusetts Commission Against Discrimination (MCAD) program is a state level example of a third-party agency design. In 1995, MCAD agreed on a protocol for resolving discrimination claims through mediation and arbitration. Initiated in 1996, the ADR program is voluntary, fee-for-service, and requires parties to have legal representation to participate. Mediators in the program use a mix of facilitative and directive strategies. In 2000, Kochan, 78.

78. See id.
80. Id.
81. McDermott et al., supra note 80. According to mediators’ responses in the study, a flexible and open attitude on the part of participants facilitates resolution; in addition, the mediators identified certain mediator behaviors that aid resolution, including the capacity to reframe issues, to help parties see different vantage points, to clarify ideas, to defuse negative emotions, and to promote “win-win” solutions. Id.
83. Id.
85. Id. at 30-31.
Lautsch & Bendersky published the results of a three-year study of MCAD’s ADR program.\textsuperscript{87} Their evaluation examined overall program development and administration, the processes used to handle and resolve cases, and the outcomes and parties’ reactions to the ADR cases in comparison to the outcomes and reactions of parties in traditional MCAD processes.\textsuperscript{88} The study includes data from 95 ADR mediation cases and 56 comparison MCAD cases. The study concluded that the program showed promise; for example, 63\% of those who chose mediation reached a settlement compared with 21\% for those in the traditional MCAD process.\textsuperscript{89} Additionally, participants expressed a higher degree of satisfaction with the process than the outcomes: 63\% of claimants and 77\% of supervisors said they would use mediation again while 50\% of claimants and 68\% of the supervisors were satisfied with the outcomes.\textsuperscript{90}

In sum, third-party DSDs using varying models of mediation for complaints of discrimination at the work place have performed reasonably well. These studies suggest that they are generally perceived by the disputants as fair. However, these programs carry with them a presumption of fairness due to the fact they are designed by authoritative third parties, not by a single disputant. A one-party design carries a higher burden to prove fairness.

E. Disputants Mutually Choose Mediation.

Parties to a contract who anticipate a dispute may voluntarily and mutually agree to mediation of future disagreements, as in the case of the corporations who sign the CPR Pledge and adopt rules of the CPR Institute.\textsuperscript{91} Professor Peppet recently described the potential for expanded use of private mediators in the realm of contract formation and deal-making, outside the context of court or agency and wholly within the private sector.\textsuperscript{92} In this category of the typology, the parties determine the source of mediation services, timing of mediation, scope of the process, norms and values they bring into it, and all aspects of DSD. This category raises the fewest concerns over fairness. The disputants themselves control all aspects of process and outcome. While this is only one category within the typology, many

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{87} Id. at 234.
  \item \textsuperscript{88} Id. at 238.
  \item \textsuperscript{89} Id. at 273.
  \item \textsuperscript{90} Id. at 274.
  \item \textsuperscript{92} Scott R. Peppet, Contract Formation in Imperfect Markets: Should We Use Mediators in Deals?, 19 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 283 (2004).
\end{itemize}
commentators assume that this describes all of ADR they fail to differentiate DSDs that are the product of other forms of control over design.

F. One Disputant Unilaterally Adopts a Mediation Program for Cases to Which it is a Party.

An employer may choose to provide mediation to employees in addition to, or as an alternative to, an adhesive arbitration plan. If the employer unilaterally selects the design features for its mediation program, this too becomes a one-party design. Employers have a strong incentive to adopt institutional structures to create the appearance that they are complying with laws regulating the employment relation, particularly laws that take the form of broad and ambiguous mandates.93 They are also in a position to choose what structures they create. While private sector employers have tended to embrace adhesive mandatory arbitration plans, public sector employers have favored mediation, in part because federal law prohibited mandatory arbitration in federal agencies.94 Public administrative agencies at the local,95 state, or federal level of government may participate in one-party as well as third party DSDs. They adopt one-party DSDs for disputes to which they are a party, such as with their own employees and contractors.96 In the context of employment, when an agency unilaterally adopts a mediation program for its own employees, this represents an example of a one-party dispute system


94. The Administrative Dispute Resolution Act provides "(a) An agency may use a dispute resolution proceeding for the resolution of an issue in controversy that relates to an administrative program, if the parties agree to such proceeding." 5 U.S.C. § 572 (2008) (emphasis added). Moreover, federal agencies comply with EEOC regulations; the EEOC has also taken the position that mandatory arbitration clauses are contrary to the purpose of EEO laws. EEOC Notice Number 915.002 (July 10, 1997) http://www.eeoc.gov/policy/docs/mandarb.html (accessed 6/19/09).


design. Increasingly, there are calls for employment mediation programs throughout the public sector. In one breakthrough study, researchers compared disputant preferences and trust and found differences between internal employer one-party DSDs and outside, third party providers of services in the case of bullying, both general and racially-motivated.

The USPS program, named REDRESS is an example of a one-party dispute system design for mediation of discrimination complaints. Initial USPS pilot programs used a facilitative model of mediation. However, the program goals involved moving conflict management upstream, so that employees and supervisors addressed their differences before rather than after a complaint was filed. USPS studied the literature and determined that the transformative model best gave employees the opportunity to safely express themselves and to understand each other so that they could regain the capacity to work together effectively. Transformative mediation does not have settlement as its goal. Transformative mediation views the most important aspect of mediation as its potential to

---

97. See, e.g., Jason Schatz, *Imposing Mandatory Mediation of Public Employment Disputes in New Jersey to Ameliorate an Impending Fiscal Crisis*, 57 Rutgers L. Rev. 1111 (2005) (arguing for New Jersey to unilaterally adopt mandatory mediation for employment disputes with state employees and mandate that local governments adopt mediation plans for municipal employees).


99. The acronym stands for Resolve Employment Disputes Reach Equitable Solutions Swiftly.


transform the people who are in the very midst of the conflict. It frames conflict as a crisis in some human interaction that tends to destabilize parties’ perception of self and other, leaving both more vulnerable and self-absorbed. The model views conflict as an interaction between parties and seeks to change its quality from negative and destructive to positive so that parties recapture their sense of competence and connection and reestablish a constructive or neutral interaction.

There are substantial arguments for using the transformative model of mediation in institutional settings like employment where the employer is unilaterally designing, implementing, and paying for the mediation program. In these contexts, there is the risk that the mediation program will be perceived as biased toward management. Moreover, employers prevail on the majority of workplace complaints of discrimination. In court-connected practice, it is common for mediators to assess the strengths and weaknesses of a legal case and share this with the parties. When they are represented by counsel and have no continuing relationship, and when the parties request it, this may be a desirable service. However, in an employment program run by the employer, this may lead to a situation where mediators (paid for by the employer) are (truthfully and objectively) telling employees in the vast majority of cases that they have no legitimate legal claim. Rather than hearing this as objective evaluation from a third party mediator, employees may perceive it as mediator bias. To avoid this result, some institutions have adopted dispute system designs requiring the transformative model of practice, in which evaluation is not an appropriate mediator behavior.

Employers and their counsel typically turn to dispute resolution to reduce the costs and risks associated with litigation. However, this is a very limited set of goals. Mediation at the workplace has the potential to build conflict management skills while at the same time

104. Id.
106. See BUSH & FOLGER 2004, supra note 103, at 53.
107. Id.
108. For a review of recent empirical literature on employment dispute resolution, see Lisa B. Bingham, Employment Dispute Resolution: The Case for Mediation, 22 CONFLICT RESOL. Q. 145 (2004).
contributing to systemic change that accomplishes cost savings and dispute processing efficiencies. Adhesive arbitration does not contribute these to benefits for a variety of reasons, but primarily because it tends to address decisions to end the employment relationship downstream from that point at which conflict first arose. As between one-party arbitration and one-party mediation designs, the weight of the evidence suggests mediation designs further not only the goals of cost savings and efficiency, but also enhance voice and procedural justice.\textsuperscript{111} To review in more detail a case in point, we now turn to the REDRESS program data.

IV. MEDICATION AT THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE: REDRESS

In 1994, the United States Postal Service (USPS) sought to address an alarming increase in equal employment opportunity complaints. The USPS had substantial experience settling cases, for example, during “arbitration weeks,” in which the USPS and its unions handled dozens of grievances during one week, but these only temporarily reduced grievances. Federal court cases had been settled through a wide variety of mechanisms (settlement conferences, court ordered mediation and neutral case evaluation), but nothing seemed to make a lasting difference in the number of disputes that were initiated. The USPS needed more than an effective settlement tool. It needed to address the root causes of conflict between labor and management that had deeply embed itself in the culture over many years. Management sought a tool that could improve workplace culture through increased communication and understanding between the employees involved in a dispute. It was with this purpose, improving employee communication, that the USPS created REDRESS.

This largest employment mediation program in the world (mediating over 1,000 disputes a month across 90 different cities) was tracked and evaluated for over 12 years, from its initial pilot in 1994, through national implementation in 1998, until 2006.\textsuperscript{112} The substantial financial and human investment in implementing such a

\textsuperscript{111}. For more discussion, see generally Lisa B. Bingham, Employment Dispute Resolution: The Case for Mediation, 22 CONFLICT RESOL. Q. 145 (2004).

\textsuperscript{112}. We do not here address in detail the history, implementation, management, and structure of the program, as that information has been documented and published elsewhere. See Lisa B. Bingham, IBM CENTER FOR THE BUSINESS OF GOVERNMENT, MEDIATION AT WORK: TRANSFORMING WORKPLACE CONFLICT AT THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (2003); Lisa B. Bingham, Cynthia J. Hallberlin, and Denise A. Walker, Mediation of Discrimination Complaints at the USPS: Purpose Drives Practice, in 2007 PROCEEDINGS OF THE NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ARBITRATORS 268 (Paul F. Gerhart & Stephen F. Befort eds., 2008).
A massive program with an innovative model of mediation motivated management to measure its success.

The unique purpose of the program—to improve workplace climate—created a challenge: how does one define success? Most employment mediation programs traditionally evaluate success based on settlement rates, but that was not the program’s driving goal. The USPS needed to identify indicators of success that measure more than settlement rates. What follows is a summary of the research evaluating the effectiveness and unique purpose of the program. The USPS chose to collect data from a variety of sources using a combination of measures: procedural justice, distributive justice, interactional justice, case closure rates, complaint filing rates, and formal complaint flow-through rates. In addition, it periodically assessed program implementation for consistency with the transformative model. First, we briefly describe the REDRESS program’s design. Second, we describe the design and implementation of the National REDRESS Evaluation Project. Lastly, we describe process or formative evaluation results. Part V addresses summative or outcome evaluation results.

A. Overview of the National REDRESS Program

The unique design of REDRESS is that it returns maximum control over the mediation process and outcome to the participants at the case level. It accomplishes this through a combination of features, including the choice of mediation model, training for participation, timing of mediation, and authority to participants at the table to reach a settlement. In addition, for 12 years, it provided continuous monitoring and evaluation by an independent outside entity, Indiana University.

The National REDRESS program provides mediation for equal employment opportunity (EEO) disputes involving complaints of discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, and the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. These Federal laws prohibit discrimination based on race, sex, color, national origin, religion, age, and disability, and also prohibit sexual or racial harassment or retaliation for raising a claim of prohibited discrimination or harassment.

The organizational structure of the USPS was such that, given a choice, both supervisors and employees would litigate through the traditional EEO process rather than mediate.\footnote{116. For a detailed discussion of game theory within the USPS, see Tina Nabatchi, Game Theory and Dispute System Design: Making Mediation a Dominant Strategy in the U.S. Postal Service 19 (2004) (unpublished manuscript submitted to the 17th Annual Conference of the International Association for Conflict Management, on file with authors, Indiana University).} The USPS recognized that the named respondents to a complaint would be supervisors in most cases. Therefore, to be successful, REDRESS had to be structured in a manner that would change employees’ preferences so that they would want to mediate before pursuing litigation.\footnote{117. Id. at 22-23.} For this reason, the timing of the intervention, the neutrals used in the mediation process, and the nature of the intervention were critical factors in encouraging employees to pursue mediation before litigation.\footnote{118. Id. at 23.}

The USPS conducted focus groups with stakeholders as part of its initial design process, but did not negotiate about the specifics of the program.\footnote{119. As an EEO program, REDRESS was not a mandatory subject of collective bargaining. Alexander v. Gardner-Denver Co., 415 U.S. 36 (1974). Moreover, the same program applied across multiple bargaining units.} The key system design features that continue to be part of the program are that mediation is voluntary for the EEO complainant, but mandatory for the supervisor who represents the USPS as an organizational entity. As required by EEOC regulations,\footnote{120. 29 C.F.R. § 1614.605 (1992).} complainants are entitled to bring any representative that they choose to the table. These can include lawyers, union representatives, professional association representatives, family members, co-workers, or friends. The USPS, as a party, also designates a representative. The supervisor must have settlement authority, or be in immediate telephone contact during the process with someone else in the organization authorized to approve the settlement. Mediation occurs privately during work hours, and generally occurs within two to three weeks of a request. That the national REDRESS program is voluntary for complainants but mandatory for supervisors, is comparatively fast, and uses outside mediators that meet stringent training requirements provided incentives for supervisors to mediate.\footnote{121. See generally Nabatchi, supra note 116.}
The Task Force created a national roster of approximately 1,500 experienced mediators. National outreach produced the most diverse roster then available, comprised of 44 percent women and 17 percent minorities, reflecting a fairly high level of racial diversity. In a sample of 671 active mediators, 570 were Caucasian, 77 were African-American, 4 were Asian-American, 3 were Native American, and 17 were Latino.

B. National REDRESS Evaluation Project

From inception of the pilot program in 1994 to 2006, the USPS worked with the Indiana Conflict Resolution Institute (ICRI) at the Indiana University School of Public and Environmental Affairs to evaluate the REDRESS program. First, we discuss the evaluation design for this longitudinal research relationship. Second, we discuss results of process evaluations conducted to assess whether the program was implemented as designed. Third, we report on settlement and case closure rates.

1. Overview of Evaluation Design

REDRESS was fully implemented by July 1, 1999, six months ahead of schedule. The evaluation design entailed collecting data from multiple independent sources and using both qualitative and


123. The USPS did not limit the roster to mediators who were lawyers with substantive employment law expertise since mediators were not expected to evaluate cases. Instead, the roster included mediators from psychology, counseling, and social work, as well as teachers, academics, human resource professionals, and retirees from these professions. Many of the mediators had extensive experience in family and domestic relations practice. See Gann & Hallberlin, supra note 121.

124. David Pitts et al., Individualism, Collectivism, & Transformative Mediation 8 (2002) (unpublished manuscript prepared for presentation at the 15th Annual Conference of the International Association for Conflict Management, Salt Lake City, Utah, on file with Indiana Conflict Resolution Institute, Indiana University).

125. ICRI was a social science research laboratory that conducted field and applied research on conflict resolution programs with general support from the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation. In collaboration with Task Force officials, ICRI developed and implemented a longitudinal, multi-faceted evaluation design for the National REDRESS program. ICRI and USPS established systems for continuous, contemporaneous, distributed data collection, which initially included participant exit surveys and data tracking reports filled out by the mediator. Both forms were mailed to ICRI. The USPS also kept internal records called “Mediator Activity Reports” that included information on the complainant, scheduling time, participation rate and on cases settled before mediation.
quantitative methods. Sources included participants, their representatives, non-participant employees, the mediators, program administrators, and archival datasets. Indiana University designed two instruments in collaboration with the USPS to track and assess program: the participant exit survey and a data tracking form. Both of these forms were used from the inception of the national program until 2006, when Indiana University concluded its data collection.

The confidential exit survey collected information about each party's role (complainant, supervisor, or a representative of either the complainant or supervisor), position (supervisor, manager, or craft employee), and if applicable, the nature of the representative (attorney, union official, coworker, or other such as friend or family member). The survey asked participants if the dispute was fully, partially, or not resolved, and used indicators on a five-point Likert scale—ranging from very satisfied to very dissatisfied or strongly agree to strongly disagree—to measure participants' satisfaction with the process, mediator, and outcome. Additional measures assessed the 'transformative' aspects of the model as implemented in the program, such as questions addressing disputant empowerment and recognition and mediator behaviors. These data provided the basis for a wide variety of analyses.

The final totals for surveys in the Indiana University REDRESS™ database are reflected in Table 1 below, which shows the total number of analyzed surveys for each type of participant in the REDRESS™ program:

---
126. Lisa B. Bingham et al., Exploring the Role of Representation in Employment Mediation at the USPS, 17 OHIO ST. J. ON DISP. RESOL. 341, 359 (2002). The survey was distributed by mediators at the close of the session and mailed directly to researchers.

127. These measures are common and have a strong theoretical foundation in procedural justice research on mediation. For a review of the procedural and organizational justice literature and a factor analysis examining and validating the relationship of survey indicators to this literature, see Tina Nabatchi et al., Organizational Justice and Workplace Mediation: A Six Factor Model, 18 INT'L J. OF CONFLICT MGMT. 148 (2007).

128. The purpose of the analysis is to capture details about the REDRESS™ program for all fiscal years; therefore, all surveys manually entered into the database between October 1, 1999 and September 30, 2006 were considered for the analysis. Surveys also include a Scantron form adopted in August 2005. Surveys that were missing an answer to Question 29 (“When did you reach settlement or end mediation?”) were excluded from statistical analysis and therefore omitted from the dataset. After cleaning the data, the dataset includes 227,196 surveys, including 19,553 Scantron forms. This is the largest employment mediation database in the world. By comparing exit surveys entered with mediator tracking reports on how many surveys they distributed at each session, researchers determined that the national response rate was in excess of 75%.
TABLE 1. PARTICIPANTS BY CATEGORY AND SURVEY RESPONSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Participant</th>
<th>Number of Surveys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Complaint</td>
<td>65,612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor</td>
<td>62,430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complainant's Representative</td>
<td>48,299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supervisor's Representative</td>
<td>50,855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>227,196</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exit survey and mediator tracking report were part of the DSD of REDRESS. Both contained national zip codes. The USPS tracked program results by geographic region, and the Indiana Conflict Resolution Institute did periodic analyses for program administrators. This enabled it to create incentives for regional program managers to increase participation. In addition, that all players in the system were conscious of the continuous outside evaluation gave the program internal credibility.

2. Process Evaluation of Program Implementation

The program’s implementation was assessed through three sources of information: participation rate, an email survey of program administrators, and a mediator survey. The reasoning was that the program could only affect workplace conflict management if it was implemented as designed and then people used it: “We knew that to really have an impact, we needed as many people as possible to accept mediation.”129 The USPS set participation rate, the percentage of all employees offered mediation who agreed to participate in the process, as the key indicator of success for each district and area.130 Initially, the USPS set a goal of a 70% participation rate.131 Subsequently, it raised the bar to 75%. Each time the target was

---

130. Id.
131. In order for people to use the program, someone had to have an incentive to encourage them. Goals for participation rates gave everyone associated with the program that incentive. With participation rate as the target, it did not matter whether anyone believed mediation had any likelihood of success. The goal was simply to get people to talk to each other in a safe, private environment. If they resolved their conflict, that was a good thing, but if they failed to do so, it did not reflect adversely on the program staff. In contrast, had the program used settlement rate as the measure, there would have been a counterincentive; program staff might have counseled what they perceived as hard-to-settle or intractable cases out of the program.
raised, the program met this national goal. Participation rates were also used as a factor in bonuses for certain categories of managers. This indicator was a key element of the USPS design of REDRESS.

To assess how program administrators were implementing the program at the district level, researchers prepared a brief email survey for USPS EEO ADR Specialists and Coordinators asking them to describe what they had seen or heard mediators do or say that fostered or interfered with party empowerment or recognition (the basic facets of transformative mediation). The surveys were designed to see if the Specialists were connecting mediator behavior with transformative theory in their evaluations of mediators. In addition, they provided preliminary evidence about how the mediators were implementing and enforcing the transformative model and how they cultivated empowerment and recognition among the parties. The qualitative responses were coded using Folgers and Bush’s ten hallmarks of transformative mediation as a framework. Based on an analysis of these results, researchers concluded that the program was largely being implemented as designed.

Lastly, researchers developed and administered a mail survey to all mediators who served in the REDRESS program between April 1998 and July 2001 as listed on the USPS mediator roster. The survey was developed around the ten hallmarks of mediation. It asked mediators to indicate how frequently they employed different transformative and directive/evaluative behaviors and tactics in their sessions. In addition, the survey asked mediators to categorize specific behaviors as transformative or directive/evaluative and to categorize statements made by disputants as reflecting an either more or less

---

132. Headquarters staff eventually developed a one-page bar chart showing participation rate graphically for each of the 85 geographic districts, with recognition and awards for those with the highest participation levels, to create an incentive structure for EEO staff to support the program, market it, and work to maintain its reputation among employees. In FY 2004, the participation rate was 88.1%.


136. *Id.* This is known as a process evaluation, one that examines whether a program has in fact been implemented. *See generally* Mary Ann Scheier, *Designing and Using Process Evaluation*, in *Handbook of Practical Program Evaluation* 40-68 (Joseph S. Wholey et al., eds., 1994).

transformative practice. 138 Again, analysis reflected that responses were consistent with the training mediators received in the model.

3. Settlement and Case Closure Rates

Typically, mediation programs use settlement rate, the percentage of all cases submitted to mediation that resulted in a settlement, as their barometer of success. 139 In Fiscal Year 2004, the settlement rate or the “resolved at the table” rate for the REDRESS program was 54.4%. However, settlement is explicitly not a goal of transformative mediation. Instead, the goal of REDRESS was to provide the participants with opportunities to take control of their own conflict (empowerment) and reach a better understanding of the other participant’s perspective (recognition). This might provide an opportunity for participants to resolve their conflict, but that was not the mediator’s objective. Given this, the USPS also maintained records on case closure rates, as distinguished from settlement rates. 140 Case closure includes not only cases where the parties reached a resolution in mediation, but cases where the parties conclude a formal settlement within 30 days thereafter, or where the complaining party drops, withdraws, or fails to pursue the case to the formal EEO complaint stage. The case closure rate varied from 70% to 80% and as of FY 2004 it was 72.3%.

While the USPS tracked case closure, it established human resource management incentives in terms of participation rates, not closure rates. It did not keep individual level data on mediators or hire and fire them based on case closure rates. These too were design choices intended to avoid creating incentives for mediators to press the parties to settle.

V. The REDRESS Evaluation Results

Use of the REDRESS program has steadily increased since its inception. 141 A primary feature of the REDRESS evaluation design was exit surveys that mediators distributed to the disputants at the


140. Hallberlin, supra note 129, at 379.

141. In 1999, the USPS held 8,274 mediation sessions in which 8,801 cases were mediated (often more than one case involving the same disputant is mediated in a single session). By 2002, it held 10,806 sessions for 11,085 cases. In 2004 it held
close of the mediation session. Satisfaction levels with the REDRESS program based on these surveys have remained stable and were consistent for a five-year period.\textsuperscript{142} We report here on a final, comprehensive national analysis of the exit survey and mediator tracking report databases.\textsuperscript{143} The aggregate national exit survey analysis report examines all of the surveys entered between 1999 and 2006. The report gives percentages of participants who reported that they strongly agree or agree or were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with each indicator. These results are compiled in detail in Appendices 1 and 2 respectively. The exit survey has questions that reflect the three dominant theories used to explain participant satisfaction with dispute resolution processes: interactional justice (satisfaction

\[ 11,496 \text{ sessions for 11,663 cases. Conversations} \text{ with Kevin Hagan, then REDRESS Program Manager, USPS.} \]

\[ 142. \text{ Researchers analyzed the mean process, mediator, and outcome indices nationally by four-week accounting periods. Participants rate their satisfaction on a five-point Likert scale, ranging from highly dissatisfied (coded 0) to highly satisfied (coded 5). The mean process and mediator indices exceed 4.5 consistently over a period of years, while the mean index of satisfaction with outcome is slightly over 4 for this same period. Often, skeptics criticize claims about participant satisfaction in ADR programs based on theory of a honeymoon effect. They claim that people respond positively to any new program just because it is novel; however, the USPS REDRESS program is no longer new. There is no obvious decline in participant satisfaction associated with permanent institutionalization of the program in July 2001 after the termination of the REDRESS Task Force. Moreover, there is no evidence that external events (exogenous variables) affected the program at the national level, such as the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001 and the subsequent terrorist anthrax attacks of October 2001. There is a drop in the transformative index figure that is an artifact associated with a change in survey design. However, participant satisfaction with the program is remarkably stable, and cannot be attributed to a temporary honeymoon effect from a new program. See Lisa B. Bingham, IBM CENTER FOR THE BUSINESS OF GOVERNMENT, MEDIATION AT WORK: TRANSFORMING WORKPLACE CONFLICT AT THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE (2003) (depicting a graphic representation of this time series analysis).} \]

\[ 143. \text{ A number of interim reports and publications have also included analyses of samples from these two datasets. See Lisa B. Bingham et al., Mediating Employment Disputes at the United States Postal Service: A Comparison of In-house and Outside Neutral Mediators, 20 REV. PUB. PERSONNEL ADMIN. 5 (2000) (finding higher satisfaction with the fairness and impartiality of and higher full or partial settlement rates with outside mediators than with inside USPS employee mediators); Lisa B. Bingham et al., Exploring the Role of Representation In Employment Mediation at the USPS, supra note 125 (finding higher satisfaction with and higher full or partial settlement rates with mediation when the employee’s representative is either a union representative or they are self-represented); Yuseok Moon & Lisa B. Bingham, Transformative Mediation at Work: Employee and Supervisor Perceptions on USPS REDRESS Program, 11 INT’L. REV. PUB. ADMIN. 43 (2007) (reporting interim exit survey results); Tina Nabatchi et al., Organizational Justice and Workplace Mediation: A Six Factor Model, 18 INT’L. J. CONFLICT MGMT. 148 (2007) (reporting that in employment mediation workplace justice has six factors, not four as traditionally modeled).} \]
with the interpersonal treatment experienced during mediation), procedural justice (satisfaction with the process), and distributive justice (satisfaction with the outcome). First, we address the transformative indicators, specifically, survey questions designed to assess whether mediators are practicing within the transformative model and to assess whether participants are experiencing empowerment and recognition, which we argue are related to interactional justice. Second, we address procedural justice indicators of satisfaction with process, mediator, and outcome, including the impact of representatives on these indicators and reports of full or partial settlement. Third, we report the results of interview studies of a random sample of employees before and after REDRESS. Fourth, we report the results of an interview study of supervisors before and after mediation training. Finally, we report analyses of archival data on complaint filings.

A. Transformative Indicators

Several questions in the exit survey ask participants about behaviors associated with transformative mediators, behaviors associated with directive (evaluative) mediators and participant behaviors that indicate party empowerment and recognition.

1. Mediator Behaviors

The exit survey asks participants several questions designed to determine whether mediators are engaging in behaviors associated with the transformative model. The majority of complainants (78.6%) and supervisors (73.2%) agreed or strongly agreed that the mediator helped disputants clarify their goals (see Appendix 1). More importantly, the majority (62.4% of complainants and 62.8% of supervisors) also agreed or strongly agreed that the mediator helped them understand the other person’s point of view. Similarly, the majority agreed or strongly agreed that the mediator helped the other person understand their point of view (57.9% of complainants and 58.8% of supervisors). This improved understanding is a primary goal of transformative mediation.

As a check on mediator strong-arm tactics, exit surveys ask whether participants agree that the mediator predicted who will win, evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of their case, or pressured them to accept a settlement. Ideally, in the transformative mediation model, participants should not experience this mediator behavior. In general, the rates at which participants in the REDRESS program agree or strongly agree that mediators have engaged in these behaviors is relatively low, which is good evidence that the mediators are
implementing the model as designed. There is an interesting pattern in this data, however, in that there is a slight difference in the rates between the complainants and all other participants. Complainants report that mediators predict who will win about 11.5% of the time, while all others report this happens between 9.2% and 9.8% of the cases. Complainants report that mediators evaluated strengths and weaknesses in about 32% of the cases, while all others including complainants’ representatives report this happened in 20.8% or less of the cases. Complainants report that they felt pressured to accept a settlement in 15.2% of the cases, while their own representatives and others report that this happened in 10.9% or fewer of the cases.

While these differences are small, they are consistent, and because of the very large sample size, even small differences are statistically significant. They may reflect complainant sensitivity to an outside neutral. Complainants are the moving parties; they are the ones pushing to alter the status quo by taking issue with an event or decision at work. Because they are pushing against the status quo by filing a complaint, they may be more sensitive to any mediator communication that might be perceived to reflect on the complaint’s merits. However, on the whole, these results suggest mediators are avoiding directive and evaluative behaviors in the substantial majority of cases.

2. Evidence of Empowerment and Recognition

Interactional justice is a model used by organizational justice researchers to explain perceptions of fairness. The interactional justice model suggests that interpersonal treatment impacts employee satisfaction with both organizational decision-making and perceptions of fairness. Interactional justice research suggests that elements of communication are critical to employee perceptions of fairness including honesty, respect, propriety of questions, justification, kindness, politeness, consideration and treatment with dignity


and respect. These allow disputants to provide an explanation of their behavior that describes their decision-making process and allocates responsibility. This kind of explanation is called a causal account.

Bush and Folger theorize that transformative mediation can successfully address interactional elements of conflict by enabling the parties to describe their own issues and seek their own solutions. This suggests that transformative mediation has the potential to transform workplace culture by fostering good communication and conflict management skills between employees and supervisors. Showing regard for people’s concerns, giving apologies or showing empathy, sensitivity, truthfulness, respect, propriety of questions, and justification are clearly connected to the transformative model of mediation.

At the core of the transformative model are the concepts of empowerment and recognition. In theory, a disputant who experiences empowerment will become more open to the other disputant and more able to hear and understand the other person’s perspective. This, in turn, will lead to recognition—that is, the ability to accept and to some degree validate the other person. The experience of empowerment and recognition may lead to settlement. This dynamic occurs to a greater or lesser degree in all forms of mediation. However, the distinctive nature of the transformative model is that it makes this dynamic of interaction, not settlement, the mediator’s goal.

In REDRESS, 69.8% of all complainants and 70.3% of supervisors agreed that the other person in the conflict listened to them during mediation. While it may seem tautological that people will listen to each other in mediation, this is in fact a critical component


147. See Bush & Folger 2004, supra note 103.


150. See Rebecca Nesbit et al., Relationship between Interactional Justice and Settlement (2005) (unpublished manuscript, on file with Indiana Conflict Resolution Institute, Indiana University).
often missing from a disputant’s experience of justice in an organization. In mediation, the parties listen to each other. The majority of REDRESS complainants (55.1%) and supervisors (60.3%) report that they agree or strongly agree with the statement that they learned about the other person’s viewpoint (see Appendix 1).

The ability to listen to each other and learn about each other’s viewpoints makes it possible for the participants to move toward one of the ultimate goals of the model: recognition. In exit surveys, 61.9% of complainants and 70.9% of supervisors agreed or strongly agreed that they acknowledged as legitimate the other person’s perspective, views, or interests. While the majority of participants report that they acknowledged the other disputant, the data suggest that the other disputant does not always hear this acknowledgment. Nearly half of complainants (49.3%) and supervisors (47%) report that the other person acknowledged them. Nevertheless, the gap is not large, and these percentages suggest that there is substantial exchange of perspectives during mediation.

Interestingly, representatives perceive listening and learning, and hear apologies and acknowledgements, more than the parties they represent. For example, the final aggregate national analysis shows that management representatives thought the other party listened 77.5% of the time, while 70.3% of supervisors reported the same. Similarly, 74.7% of complainant representatives reported that the other party listened, while the complainants themselves averaged 69.8%. This may simply reflect the fact that representatives generally have greater distance from the conflict and more objectivity than the disputants themselves.

The most telling indicator of recognition is an apology.151 An apology is often not possible in litigation because it can be treated as an admission of guilt and evidence of liability in the US,152 although

151. See BUSH & FOLGER 2004, supra note 103.

its role in face-saving internationally is well recognized. Its use in dispute resolution has become the subject of substantial empirical research and comment. Increasingly, commentators have recognized the role of apology in DSD in organizations, particularly in health care. In fact, the value of an apology is such that some argue courts should have the power to order one as an equitable remedy in civil rights cases.

For purposes of this discussion, apology is significant because it is an indicator that the REDRESS model is producing evidence of recognition as a behavior among disputants. REDRESS complainants and supervisors generally agree on the frequency with which apologies occur to the complainant. Supervisors report that they apologize


to the complainant about some aspect of the dispute about 30.9% of the time, and complainants report they received an apology about 29.1% of the time. Although this analysis does not match exit surveys from employees and supervisors in the same mediated case, these numbers tend to corroborate each other. There is less agreement about complainants apologizing to supervisors; complainants report they apologize 24.1% of the time, while supervisors hear an apology in 16.3% of their exit survey reports.

Recent studies on the REDRESS program have found that when the participants report listening to each other, acknowledging each other's views, and sometimes, giving apologies, they are more satisfied with the outcome of mediation and its fairness. This corroborates other empirical research suggesting some relationship between apology, at least a full one, and settlement.

The nature of this communication (listening, acknowledging, and apologizing) is bilateral and between those closest to the dispute. This is substantially different from what happens to disputants in an adjudicatory process, such as arbitration, administrative adjudication, or litigation. By practicing these communication skills and by having the mediator model conflict resolution behaviors when he or she paraphrases or highlights a moment of recognition between the parties, the participants in mediation may be learning conflict management skills to take back to the workroom.

B. Procedural Justice Indicators

The exit survey was designed with questions that reflect the literature of procedural justice (satisfaction with the process) and distributive justice (satisfaction with the outcome). Procedural justice suggests that, in addition to the resolution, the actual process of reaching a decision is a factor in participant satisfaction. Procedures that afford participants an opportunity to participate in the decision-making process by expressing their voice are generally


159. Jennifer K. Robbennolt, *Apologies and Legal Settlement: An Empirical Examination*, 102 MICH. L. REV. 460 (2003) (examining the role a full or partial apology plays in inducing the plaintiff to accept a settlement, and finding 1) that a full apology is most strongly associated with settlement and 2) that a partial apology may lessen the likelihood of settlement).

perceived as being more fair than procedures which do not. Distribu-
tive justice is based on the idea that individuals’ attitudes and behav-
iors are motivated by their self-interests and material gains.\textsuperscript{161} Therefore, the distributive justice model suggests that participants will be most satisfied with the outcome of a dispute resolution process when they “win” their case because winning is associated with a gain.\textsuperscript{162} This section explores the satisfaction levels of the participants in the REDRESS program with process, mediator, and outcome. Appendix 2 provides final national analysis of the percentages of participants who reported that they were very satisfied or somewhat satisfied with each indicator.

The exit survey was constructed to permit comparative analysis of perceptions of justice and fairness across groups including the complainant, supervisor who was the agent of the legal respondent (USPS), the complainant’s representative, and the supervisor’s representa-
tive, also referred to as management’s representative. These comparative analyses were done twice a year by geographical district to monitor the continued perceptions of the program.

1. Complainant & Supervisor Perceptions of Process and Mediator

Researchers created averages of certain groups of indicators using the percentage of those who completed the exit survey and re-
ported they were somewhat satisfied or very satisfied with various aspects of the mediation (See Appendix I). Complainant and supervi-
sor satisfaction with the process of mediation is high and compara-
ble.\textsuperscript{163} As to the mediation process, 91.2\% of complainants and 91.6\% of supervisors who participated in the program were somewhat satisfied or very satisfied. Both complainants (93.6\%) and supervisors (93.2\%) were particularly satisfied with the way in which mediation affords them an opportunity to present their views. Complainants


\textsuperscript{162} Id.

\textsuperscript{163} These results are consistent with early analyses of the pilot facilitative model; see Lisa B. Bingham, Mediating Employment Disputes: Perceptions of REDRESS at the United States Postal Service, 17 REV. OF PUB. PERSONNEL ADMIN. 20 (1997). They are also consistent with a later analysis of interim data on the national transformative model, see Yuseok Moon and Lisa B. Bingham, Transformative Mediation at Work: Employee and Supervisor Perceptions on USPS REDRESS Program, 11 INT’L REV. PUB. ADMIN. 43 (2007).
and supervisors were also satisfied with the way the process permitted them to participate (94.5%, 93.8%), and the way they are treated in mediation (91.7%, 94.5%).

In addition, the second average addressed perceptions of the mediators. The great majority of complainants (total index average of 96.5%) and supervisors (total index average of 96.9%) reported satisfaction with the mediators who were assigned to their case. The index included measures of respectfulness, impartiality, fairness, and performance. On each of these measures individually, between 95.3% and 98.0% of all complainants and between 96.2% and 98.2% of all supervisors were either somewhat satisfied or very satisfied with the mediators. It is significant that complainants are so satisfied with the mediators’ impartiality given that the USPS created the roster, assigned individual mediators to each case, and paid the full costs of the process. These results, accordingly, suggest that the program design has successfully addressed any latent concerns regarding mediator bias.

2. Complainant and Supervisor Satisfaction With Outcome

To assess levels of distributive justice, the survey included a question about the resolution achieved in the case (full, partial, or no resolution) and a series of questions about the participant’s satisfaction with the outcome of a case. The substantial majority of employees and supervisors who participated in the program were satisfied or highly satisfied with the outcome of mediation (on average, 64.2% and 69.5% respectively based on the final national aggregate data). Complainants and supervisors most frequently reported satisfaction with the speed of the outcome (82.3% and 75.5% respectively) and their control over it (66.5% and 73.4% respectively). The biggest gap between complainants and supervisors concerns the fairness of the outcome; 59.7% of complainants and 69.8% of supervisors report satisfaction with outcome fairness. However, this difference is consistent with the great body of procedural justice research in which the moving party (grievant in labor relations and plaintiff in litigation) reports lower outcome satisfaction; scholars generally account for this through the difference in expectations going into the process. Moving parties expect more.164

Measures of satisfaction with outcome are affected in part by whether or not the participants reach a full or partial resolution of the dispute. However, participant satisfaction with the mediation

---

164. See literature reviewed in Bingham (2002), supra note 163, at 20.
process and the mediators remains high even when the disputants do not fully resolve the dispute.165

3. Representatives Satisfaction

The REDRESS program differs from some private sector dispute system designs in that it allows employees to bring any representative they choose to the mediation session, including lawyers, union representatives, professional association representatives, and friends or family. Some employees chose not to bring a representative. Although best practices guidelines like the Due Process Protocol for Mediation and Arbitration of Statutory Disputes Arising out of the Employment Relationship166 require free access to representatives during the ADR process, some consultants have suggested it is preferable to exclude outside representatives, particularly lawyers, because they may interfere with settlement. In the private sector, dispute system designs are sometimes marketed as a way to avoid a union organizing campaign. REDRESS illustrates a DSD that affords full access to an employee’s representative of choice in a unionized workplace and nevertheless achieves its goals for conflict management at the workplace.

Representatives’ satisfaction rates generally parallel complainants and supervisors; they are generally the same and often higher than their respective clients. For example, the final aggregate national average percent satisfaction with the process was 92.0% and 93.4% for complainant and management representatives respectively. Satisfaction with mediator overall was 96.1% for complainants’ representatives and 97.2% for supervisors’ representatives. Outcome satisfaction overall was 67% and 72.5% respectively.

The fact that the representatives support the program is significant. Many employees bring their union representatives. Traditionally, labor relations within the Postal Service have been adversarial. Indeed, at the outset of the program, the American Postal Workers Union (APWU) advised the union representatives not to participate in the program. However, because the USPS worked with the union representatives from the outset in the design of the program, the local union reps became important partners and supporters of the program.

165. Moon, supra note 163, at 43.
The support from both complainant and supervisor representatives is a strong indicator of the program’s fairness. Representatives are often repeat players whose perspectives are shaped by experience across multiple cases.

4. The Impact of Representatives on Outcomes

In addition to satisfaction levels, we looked at the impact that representatives have on the mediation session and its outcome. In general, representation had a positive impact on settlement. The settlement rate for mediations where neither party was represented was 55%, whereas the settlement rate for mediations where both parties were represented was 61%, a statistically significant difference of 6%.

Representation was associated with longer sessions. The mean duration where neither party was represented was 152 minutes, but that number rose to 184 minutes for mediations where both parties were represented.

Researchers also compared resolution rates among different types of complainant representation: fellow employee, attorney, union representative, or “other.” The highest rate of partial and complete resolution (65%) occurred with union or professional association representatives. Fellow employees as representatives produced a 60% resolution rate, while attorney representatives produced a resolution rate of only 50%. It is possible that the cases with attorney representation were more difficult to settle because attorneys hoped to recover monetary damages and attorneys’ fees in adjudication. It is also possible these were stronger cases on the merits. However, researchers had no way of assessing the relative strength of the participants’ claims across different categories of representation.

C. Organizational Level Evaluation

This section explores the research at the organizational level of the REDRESS program. One of the goals of the USPS was to improve the way employees and supervisors handle conflict, and ultimately to empower the participants to more efficiently manage their conflict for themselves, resulting in a better, more productive work environment. This section first discusses supervisors using conflict resolution after participating in REDRESS training and mediation. Second, we describe research on the workplace climate pre- and post- REDRESS

167. Lisa B. Bingham et al., Exploring the Role of Representation in Employment Mediation at the USPS, supra note 126, at 356.
168. Id. at 361.
and compare different dispute processes. Finally, we discuss how REDRESS decreased EEO complaint filing at the USPS.

1. **Supervisors using conflict resolution**

Napoli reports evidence of changes in the way that supervisors describe how they handle conflict at the workplace before and some months after experiencing a three-day REDRESS mediation training or REDRESS mediation.\(^{169}\) Her research indicates that supervisors change how they manage conflict in response to both the training and the mediation.\(^{170}\) For example, before training, 13% of the participants said that they communicated openly to manage conflict at work but after training the number jumped to 50% of the supervisors.\(^{171}\) Similarly, before training 30% said they give direct orders to manage conflict at work but after training, only 19% managed conflict that way. Before training, 10% of supervisors thought that listening works best for managing conflict, but after training, 38% felt that listening works best.\(^{172}\) In general, comparing the “before training” data with the “after training” data shows a movement among supervisors to integrate better conflict management techniques.\(^{173}\)

The mediation results are similar to the training results. For example, before participating in a mediation session, 50% of supervisors said they would communicate openly to manage conflict at work compared to 71% after the mediation.\(^{174}\) Before mediation, 27% of supervisors thought that listening works best for managing conflict, but after training, 43% felt that listening works best.\(^{175}\) Overall, Napoli’s research shows that as a result of participating in REDRESS training and mediations sessions, supervisors listen more, are more open to expressing emotion, and take less of a top-down hierarchical approach to managing conflict.


\(^{170}\) Id. at 61-62.

\(^{171}\) Id. at 86.

\(^{172}\) Id. at 89.

\(^{173}\) Id. at 101.

\(^{174}\) Id. at 106.

\(^{175}\) Id. at 106.
2. Workplace Climate Before and After REDRESS

In 2000, researchers conducted an interview study of a random sample of USPS employees at all levels of the workforce in three cities to examine the workplace climate before and after the introduction of the REDRESS program. The study also compared the three available dispute processes (grievance, EEO and REDRESS). Participants in the study were USPS employees (214 before and 211 after REDRESS) from three cities: San Francisco, New York, and Cleveland. Researchers collected pre-REDRESS data in May and June 1998, and post-REDRESS data in April and May 2000. One interesting and significant finding is that before REDRESS, 31% of employees and 44% of the supervisory personnel perceived that “doors were open,” meaning that employees, supervisors, and managers could easily approach each other to discuss problems. After REDRESS, these numbers increased; 53% of employees and 66% of supervisors reported that there are “open doors” creating opportunities for communication. Before REDRESS, the second most common response to the question “how does your supervisor deal with conflict?” was that supervisors or managers deal with conflict by “yelling, arguing, disciplining, or intimidating” their opponents (17% of non-supervisory employees and 19% of supervisors). In the after interviews, this response was drastically less common—dropping by 15 percentage points to 3% for non-supervisory employees and 18 points to 1% for supervisory personnel. While these results are encouraging, some of the significant findings of the research contradict the goals of the REDRESS program. For example, after REDRESS participants more frequently reported an increase in firing as a disciplinary method (from 2 to 11% for non-supervisors and 4 to 12% for supervisors) as well as an increase from 3% to 9% in non-supervisory personnel reporting their supervisors responded to conflict by telling them to “go file a complaint.” These behaviors are not constructive approaches to communication or conflict management skills. On the other hand, the only procedural way to access the REDRESS program

177. Id. at 2.
178. Id. at 25.
179. Id. at 26.
180. Id. at 27.
was by filing an EEO complaint, so this response may reflect a certain pragmatic organizational reality.

After REDRESS, supervisory personnel felt that management was more willing to resolve differences cooperatively (53% report high or very high cooperativeness), but this perception was not shared by non-supervisory employees (only 28% total). The data also indicated a small but statistically significant decrease in the level of tension within workgroups at the USPS after REDRESS. There were also three significant findings regarding how employees deal with conflict after REDRESS. The percentage of employees who say they file a grievance decreased slightly, as did the percentage who say they file an EEO claim. Also, there was a slight decrease in those stating that they ask for a transfer to get away from the conflict.

The research also compares the three dispute processes available to employees (EEO, Grievance and REDRESS) on several levels. Half of the supervisors with experience in the traditional EEO and Grievance processes said there was no change in their relationship with the person after the process, but only 29% of the supervisory personnel involved in the REDRESS reported no change. This finding suggests that REDRESS is able to affect relationships. Additionally, 40% of supervisors and 27% of non-supervisory employees stated that the REDRESS process improved communication and/or resolved the problem between the parties. This was only about 16% for both groups using the grievance process and 5% or less for those using the EEO process. Finally, when asked how the process has affected the relationship with the other party, more than twice as many disputants stated that their relationships were better or much better after the REDRESS process (41% non-supervisory and 51% supervisors) than after the other two processes (for EEO 11 and 16% respectively, and for grievance procedures 20 and 22% respectively).

These before and after interviews also suggest that there is higher satisfaction with the EEO process after REDRESS in that before, 20% of non-supervisory employees and 44% of supervisors reported that EEO was a fair process. After, these percentages rose to

181. Id. at 30.
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35 and 56% respectively. The EEO process may be functioning differently because cases amenable to mediation are resolved quickly, allowing other perhaps more substantive or serious complaints of discrimination to progress more effectively within the system. However, this study has limitations in that the sample of over 200, although random, is small in relation to the size of the population, and many analyses entailed small sub-samples. Thus, these results, while promising overall, suggest a need for further future research.

3. Decrease in EEO Complaint Filing

Participant satisfaction is a necessary but insufficient condition for a dispute resolution program's success. In its absence, the program would certainly fail due to lack of employee participation. High participant satisfaction contributes to high participation rates. High participation rates in turn make it possible to examine whether the program is having an effect on the USPS system for handling disputes. Figure 1, showing a decline in formal EEO complaints from a high of over 14,000 in 1997 to around 8,500 in 2003 illustrates evidence of this effect. A statistical analysis indicated that the turning point in this trend and subsequent drop in formal complaints correlated with implementation of the program in each geographic district. There were no exogenous factors at work during the period, and economic conditions were stable. This trend suggests that mediation has a positive impact on the USPS system for addressing complaints of discrimination, in that complaints are resolved through mediation at the informal stage and do not reach the formal stage. Controlling for changes in the size of the workforce, informal EEO complaint filings have dropped 30% since their peak before the USPS

---
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188. See generally Lisa B. Bingham & Mikaela C. Novac, Mediation's Impact on Formal Complaint Filing: Before and After the REDRESS Program at the United States Postal Service, 21 REV. PUB. PERSONNEL ADMIN. 308 (2001). Bingham and Novac examined a natural field experiment afforded by the national roll-out of mediation for employment disputes. Theory suggested that early mediation would lead to earlier, more durable settlements and transaction cost savings. Researchers examined a national dataset including the number of informal and formal EEO complaints filed each accounting period (4 weeks) by zip code. They controlled for fluctuations in the number of employees (employee census) and geographic area by district and area. They found that implementation of the mediation program resulted in a significant decrease in the number of formal discrimination complaints and concluded that a well-designed employment dispute mediation program could resolve disputes at an earlier stage in the administrative process, and thereby reduce the number of formal complaints filed.
implemented REDRESS. Moreover, there is a change in the composition of the complainant pool. The complaints are now coming from 40% fewer people; this means that the people now filing complaints are more likely to be repeat filers. Finally, there has been a gradual increase in “pre-mediation,” or efforts by the parties to a dispute to resolve it after a request for mediation is made, but before they get to the table. The rate at which cases are resolved before mediation was 14% in 2006.

Resolving workplace conflict earlier may have a variety of positive benefits. It avoids the hardening of positions and acrimony associated with a prolonged dispute. It may also contribute to improved communication between the disputants. There is some evidence that during mediation, the disputants experience and practice some positive conflict management skills.189

These results are consistent with the original goals of the REDRESS DSD to move conflict management upstream.190

VI. CONCLUSION

The REDRESS program is the most extensive, and most extensively studied, field test of employment mediation to date. Its evaluation illustrates how a properly structured DSD can produce systemic outcomes that benefit employer and employee alike. To our knowledge, there are no comparable data regarding one-party, adhesive arbitration DSDs in employment.

Control over dispute system design brings with it responsibilities. When employers design an employment dispute resolution system, they are designing a form of justice.191 Some employers have chosen to use that control solely for the purpose of risk management in order to alter the settlement value of a discrimination case. Through the imposition of mandatory arbitration, they use control over DSD to render it almost impossible for an employee to obtain recourse from the public justice system. They focus on transaction costs and distributive justice by designing a system to maximize their strategic advantage in their forum of choice.

189. This evidence is described in the research on interactional justice. See Rebecca Nesbit et al., supra note 150.

190. For a description of upstream effects, see Jonathan F. Anderson & Lisa B. Bingham, Upstream Effects From Mediation of Workplace Disputes: Some Preliminary Evidence from the USPS, 48 Lab. L.J. 601 (1997). See also Hallberlin, supra note 129.

Other employers like the USPS, admittedly for whom unilateral imposition of binding arbitration is not a legal option, have instead pursued different objectives: improving opportunities for voice and seeking longer term change in conflict management in the workplace. While no program perfectly achieves its design, the evidence suggests that REDRESS has served its greater purpose, to improve the workplace climate. The institutionalization of the program, its voluntary use by employees, and the significant reduction of formal complaints all suggest that employers may achieve efficiencies through a DSD using mediation. Moreover, properly structured, a DSD that uses mediation, is voluntary and allows employees to pursue their cases to the public justice system can nevertheless produce substantial benefits for an employer through the management of conflict before it ripens into a claim or a case. This form of DSD is also a design for justice, but the goal is procedural justice and voice. When we are designing justice for the workplace, mediation is the better choice.
APPENDIX 1. REDRESS Exit Survey Descriptive Statistics

Transformative Indicators
Percentages of Complainants and Respondents/Supervisors Who Reported “Strongly Agree” or [Agree]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>65612</td>
<td>62430</td>
<td>48299</td>
<td>50855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator Helped:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarify My Goals</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
<td>73.2%</td>
<td>73.6%</td>
<td>72.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me Understand Other Person's View</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
<td>63.8%</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Person Understand My View</td>
<td>57.9%</td>
<td>58.8%</td>
<td>61.6%</td>
<td>62.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicting Who Will Win</td>
<td>11.5%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strengths and Weaknesses</td>
<td>32.0%</td>
<td>19.8%</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control of the Process</td>
<td>55.9%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>44.5%</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pressure to Accept a Settlement</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>9.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percent Agreement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Person Listened</td>
<td>69.8%</td>
<td>70.3%</td>
<td>74.7%</td>
<td>77.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Person Learned</td>
<td>58.6%</td>
<td>56.4%</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td>64.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Learned Other's Viewpoint</td>
<td>55.1%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Acknowledged</td>
<td>49.3%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Acknowledged as Legitimate</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>75.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Apologized</td>
<td>29.1%</td>
<td>16.3%</td>
<td>29.9%</td>
<td>17.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Apologized</td>
<td>24.1%</td>
<td>30.9%</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>25.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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## APPENDIX 2. REDRESS EXIT SURVEY DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS

### Procedural Justice Indicators

Percentages of Complainants and Respondents/Supervisors Who Reported “Very Satisfied” or “Somewhat Satisfied”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of Surveys</td>
<td>65612</td>
<td>62430</td>
<td>48299</td>
<td>50855</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Percent Satisfaction</td>
<td>91.2%</td>
<td>91.6%</td>
<td>92.0%</td>
<td>93.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information about Process</td>
<td>90.5%</td>
<td>53450</td>
<td>90.7%</td>
<td>39378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control over Process</td>
<td>86.4%</td>
<td>55670</td>
<td>86.0%</td>
<td>40758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunity to Present Views</td>
<td>93.6%</td>
<td>60501</td>
<td>92.9%</td>
<td>43934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness with the Process</td>
<td>87.3%</td>
<td>55982</td>
<td>90.2%</td>
<td>42587</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation in Process</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>55529</td>
<td>93.5%</td>
<td>40166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of Process</td>
<td>94.5%</td>
<td>55918</td>
<td>96.3%</td>
<td>41884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treatment in Process</td>
<td>91.7%</td>
<td>54207</td>
<td>94.4%</td>
<td>40982</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Percent Satisfaction</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>96.9%</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator Respect</td>
<td>98.0%</td>
<td>58111</td>
<td>97.6%</td>
<td>42571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator Impartiality</td>
<td>95.3%</td>
<td>61562</td>
<td>95.4%</td>
<td>45434</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator Fairness</td>
<td>96.1%</td>
<td>56839</td>
<td>95.9%</td>
<td>41749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediator Performance</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>56907</td>
<td>96.5%</td>
<td>41657</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Percent Satisfaction</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
<td>69.5%</td>
<td>67.0%</td>
<td>72.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall Outcome</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>38414</td>
<td>62.6%</td>
<td>29644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>45394</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>33664</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expectations of Outcome</td>
<td>59.8%</td>
<td>35053</td>
<td>63.2%</td>
<td>27286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairness of Outcome</td>
<td>59.7%</td>
<td>36028</td>
<td>63.6%</td>
<td>28549</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control over Outcome</td>
<td>66.5%</td>
<td>42371</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>32137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term Effects of Mediation</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>36276</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>28684</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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